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Abstract

This study compares street fashions in Korea and Japan to investigate possible interactive influences.
Women's street fashion data were obtained from two magazines in each country from the 2003 spring/summer
season to the 2007/08 fall/winter season. A total of 2211 pictures were used in the final analysis. The
longitudinal changes in street fashion showed a similar trend toward full coordination, the increased use of
colors and prints, and the influences of global fashion trends in both countries. The results showed a time lag
between the two countries in the adoption of some clothing items that suggest the influence of Japanese street
fashion in Korea. The time lag has diminished and since 2006, street fashion has simultaneously progressed
under the mutual and common influences of global trends. There are more fashion similarities in the spring/
summer than in fall/winter. The adoption of fashion accessories did not show any sign of a time lag and many
accessories became popular during the same season.
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I. Introduction

There have been continuous exchanges of culture,
technologies and human resources between neigh-
boring Korea and Japan throughout the history.
When imperial Korea started to open itself to the
world around the beginning of the twentieth century,
Japan was a conduit to Korea for western technolo-
gies and culture. Flow of technology was stronger
from Japan to Korea than vice versa when Korea was

achieving high economic growth in the 1960's and
70's. Fashion business in Korea had developed in a
way quite parallel to the development process of Jap-
anese fashion industry due to the great similarities
between two countries in many aspects (H. Lee, 2003).

It is widely agreed that Japanese fashion styles
have had strong influence in Korea. In the study by
Park and Kim (1999), 86% of the respondents said
that Japanese fashion was popular in Korea, and 74%
thought that Japanese style had stronger influence on
fashion styles in Korea than those from any other
countries including Europe and the US. Some books
were published on “how to catch up with Japanese
street fashion” in Korea (Park & Kim, 2002). And
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there were some young Koreans who religiously fol-
lowed Japanese fashion styles and enjoyed Japanese
food pursuing “Nippon feel” (“Nippon feel”, 2004).

2002 World Cup Soccer games co-hosted by Korea
and Japan stimulated opportunities for Koreans and
Japanese to learn more about each other, especially
for Japanese. Some Korean dramas/movies and enter-
tainers gained great popularity in Japan and brought
the phenomenon called Korean wave in the past few
years. In time of globalization, fashion styles have
become more diverse in both Korea and Japan reflect-
ing adoption of fashion styles all around the world. 

There have been several studies examining or com-
paring Korea and Japan in various aspects related to
fashion. Some researchers compared Korean and Jap-
anese consumer behavior related to fashion (Lee, 2005;
Park et al., 2004). Some studies attempted to examine
fashion trend in Korea and Japan and investigate the
influences of one country's fashion on the other
(Baek & Kan, 2003; Park & Kim, 2002). Azuma (2002)
reported that emergence of street-born styles in Tokyo
was initiated by Korean-Japanese collaboration in sup-
ply chain as well as in creation and diffusion of new
designs.

Previous studies examining Korean and Japanese
fashion shed some insights on similarities and differ-
ences in Korean and Japanese fashion, and the influ-
ences on each other. But the studies were insufficient
in providing empirical findings on fashion dynamics
between two countries, particularly those in recent
years. Many of the previous studies were based on
scattered information from magazines and other pub-
lications, and heavily dependent on intuitive interpre-
tations of data. And when the studies attempted to use
empirical data, data collection was limited to one sea-
son or even shorter period of time, and therefore it was
hard to draw conclusive results on how Korean and Jap-
anese fashion differ and how they influence each other.

Therefore, this study aimed to compare street fash-
ion in Korea and Japan, and explore influences of
one country's fashion on the other based on empirical
data. Women's street fashion data were obtained from
two popular magazines from each country for the
period from 2003 spring/summer to 2007/08 fall/win-
ter season. Longitudinal data on young women's street

fashion styles were deemed to best reflect changes in
Korean and Japanese fashion, and thus be suitable
for the objectives of this study. 

This research focuses on street fashion, which
became important in the 1990's (Yum, 2004). Unlike
high fashion styles highlighted in mass media, street
fashion shows what consumers actually have accepted
and is no longer the collections of sub-culture groups
but the reflection of main fashion trend. With the
increasing importance of street fashion, many fash-
ion magazines, particularly those targeting young con-
sumers, have regular sections showing street fashion
styles. Pictures of street fashion obtained from fash-
ion magazines, newspapers, or internet sites have been
used in many studies proving their validity and use-
fulness in conducting academic research (Ha, 2005;
Yu, 2007).

II. Research Background

1. Backgrounds on Korean Street Fashion

It is known that western style dresses were first
introduced in Korea in late 19th century when royal
families started to wear formal gowns and military
uniforms. But it was not until 1960's that western
dresses were worn in everyday life by ordinary Kore-
ans while Korean traditional dresses were receding to
special occasions and ceremonies (Keum et al., 2002).
Starting mid 1960's, Korean fashion industry began
to develop at high speed leading the country's eco-
nomic growth. A few ready-to-wear companies were
launched in late 70's, which signaled the beginning
of ready-to-wear industry and the decline of custom-
made small shops in Korea. Mass fashion was estab-
lished during 1980's, and as competition from imported
garments increased in 1990's, fashion market in Korea
became more sensitive seeking for diversity and so-
phisticated styles (H. Lee, 2003). Nowadays, Korean
fashion market reflects global fashion trend as well as
diverse ethnic and cultural styles.

Street fashion in Korea, as in other countries, is no
longer the expression of sub-culture protesting against
main fashion trend, but an integral part of fashion
process emphasizing creativity and individuality (Ro
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& Yang, 2003). Several researchers investigated char-
acteristics of Korean fashion based on street fashion.
Ha (2005) found that throughout the period of 1920 to
2000, moral values emphasizing modesty had changed
so that by 1990's body exposure in street fashion was
permitted by public to great extent and extravagance
became a more critical issue. Yu (2007) investigated
how well the fashion styles presented in oversea col-
lections were accepted in Korean street fashion. The
results showed that while overall trends presented in
oversea collections had been widely accepted, indi-
vidual items or styles were accepted, rejected, or mod-
ified depending whether they were consistent with
collective and conservative Korean culture. Cultural
differences in value system were also found by Ro
and Yang (2003), when they compared street fashion
in Seoul and Milan. Street fashion in Seoul was
strong in boxy and cute style, while street fashion in
Milan showed preferences of Italians toward body-
conscious, mature and individualistic styles. Y. Lee
(2003) noted there were differences in street fashion
between Kangbuk and Kangnam areas even within the
same city, Seoul. Easy casual style was most popular in
Kangbuk area, while romantic feminine style was pop-
ular in Kangnam during 2002 s/s season.

2. Backgrounds on Japanese Street Fashion

There are plethora of studies on Japanese fashion
consumers and market. Compared to other countries,
Japanese consumers' attitudes toward fashion were sim-
ilar to those of Americans, suggesting the importance
of economy in fashion market (Parker et al., 2004).

Economic conditions may have contributed to the
fact that street fashion has developed much earlier in
Japan than in Korea. Lee (2008) noted that street fash-
ion in Japan has developed since the end of World
War II in 1945 and went through several stages. Yum
(2000) categorized influences of fashion magazines
on the street fashion into three functions; information
transmission function, education and criticism func-
tion, and advertisement and entertainment function.
She also identified the major styles in each decade
and found that the supermarket style of ‘cutie’ was
most popular in 1990's. 

Street fashion in Japan became more visible and
powerful during 1990's (Yum, 2004). Significant trend
setting groups such as kogaru (stylish high-school
girls) emerged from the street fashion (Suzuki & Best,
2003). At first, their deviant sexual behavior was the
major theme of media coverage, but as time passed,
attention was shifted to kogaru's role in setting
trends. Yum (2004) added that diversified markets by
age, pursuit of different values, and emergence of SPA
also contributed to increased importance of street
fashion in Japan during 1990's. Short fashion cycle
necessary for supporting fast fashion was sufficed by
the supply from Dongdaemun in Korea (Azuma, 2002).
It was noted that Dongdaemun also provided new
ideas and wide choices to Japanese fashion firms and
consumers, contributing to the development of Japa-
nese street fashion.

In more recent years, some Korean dramas and
movies were aired in Japan with great success, and
several entertainers became well-known to Japanese.
So-called Korean wave, “hallyu”, was a new phe-
nomenon in the sense that Japanese started to look
after Korean culture, and try to accept some ele-
ments. In the past it was almost always Koreans who
admired Japanese animations, movies and other pop-
ular cultures and the influences from Japanese popu-
lar culture were apparent in many forms of Korean
popular culture, while influences in reverse direction
was at minimum, if not none. Yun and Na (2005)
found that actually Japanese student had very little
knowledge about Korea before Korean wave started.
To Japanese students, accepting Korean culture was
not a mainstream cultural activity, but a sub-culture.
Nonetheless, it did not carry any negative notion or
resistance. Rather, it was considered as individual
choice and preference without keen awareness of coun-
try of origin. No empirical study has been reported
concerning possible connections between Korean wave
and the influence of Korean fashion on Japanese con-
sumers. 

3. Comparison of Fashion in Korea and Japan

There have been several studies comparing Japan
and Korea in various aspects related to fashion. Park
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et al. (2004) compared the clothing styles that Japa-
nese and Korean college students preferred and actu-
ally wore in 2000 based on the responses of 185
Korean and 91 Japanese students. They reported that
Korean students wanted and wore tight fitting gar-
ments as well as loose styles, while Japanese pre-
ferred and wore only fitted and revealing styles. They
also found that even though there were some differ-
ences between two countries, the fashion styles of
college students in both countries were following the
street fashion printed in magazines. 

Park (1996) compared Korean and Japanese women
in different stages of consumer decision process. He
found that Korean and Japanese women differed in
all stages of consumer decision process. Differences
between Korean and Japanese were confirmed in Lee's
study (2005) on information sources and importance
of clothing attributes in purchase decisions.

Some researchers examined fashion styles worn by
Koreans and Japanese and attempted to investigate
the possible influences on each other. Park and Kim
(2002) examined three categories of fashion mar-
kets - high fashion, mass fashion, and street fashion -
in two countries from 1995 to 1999. Mass fashion in
both countries showed strong influences of European
high fashion. In addition, influence of Japanese mass
fashion was observed in Korean mass fashion, but
not vice versa. 

Park and Kim (1999) used survey method to inquire
about the attitudes toward and acceptance of Japa-
nese fashion styles among Korean college students.
It was found that even though many of respondents
were negative or hesitant toward accepting Japanese
fashion, over 70% of college students thought Korea
was following Japanese fashion and Japanese influ-
ence was stronger on Korean fashion than the influ-
ences from Europe or US. Lee and Cho (2002)
examined the fashion magazines and internet portal
sites targeted toward new generation women when
World Cup Soccer games were being co-hosted in
two countries in 2002. They found that Japanese
street fashion and the fashion of celebrities had strong
presence in Korean fashion. Baek and Kan (2003)
also compared street fashion styles in two countries
during the summer of 2002. It was shown that the

countries shared major fashion trends, but different
social values were incorporated in fashion styles. In
addition, they reported uni-directional imitation of
Japanese styles in Korea was diminishing. The study
by H. Lee (2003) on development of fashion indus-
tries in two countries was consistent with the results
by Baek and Kan (2003) in suggesting that time lag
between Korea and Japan had decreased. She noted
that there was 10 to 15 year lag between two coun-
tries during the initial stage of fashion market devel-
opment, then 10 year lag during the mass fashion
period, and 5 year lag in highly sensitive fashion
period. She argued that since 2000, the time lag had
been decreasing and there were signs of mutual influ-
ences during the 2002 World Cup games. 

Previous studies have shown some similarities and
differences between Korean and Japanese street fash-
ion. It has been reported that in overall one-way influ-
ence of Japanese style on Korean fashion have been
decreasing, and there are signs of increasing interactions
between two countries with regards to fashion styles.

III. Methods

1. Data Collection

Street fashion data used in this research were col-
lected from two fashion magazines in each country,
which have regular sections on street fashion styles.
『Yuhaengtongshin』and『Ecole』were used for col-
lecting Korean street fashion data, while『NonNo』
and『J.J.』were selected for Japanese fashion. These
magazines target mainly toward young women around
twenty years old and they have been published for
more than ten years. All of the selected magazines
have regular special sections reporting on street fash-
ion in the capital cities, Seoul and Tokyo. All data
reported in the street fashion sections of the maga-
zines were collected.『NonNo』is published twice a
month while others are monthly magazines.

Data were collected from all issues of March, 2003
to February, 2008 encompassing from 2003 s/s sea-
son to 2007/08 f/w season (in this study, indicated as
2007 f/w). In the case of『NonNo』, one issue of each
month was examined in order to avoid over-represen-
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tation of data from that magazine. Men's styles were
excluded and only the pictures showing full body of
female wearers were included as data. 561 pictures
of s/s season and 548 of f/w were obtained for Korean
street fashion and 557 of s/s and 545 of f/w season
were collected for Japanese street fashion (Table 1).
Thus a total of 2211 pictures were used in the final
analysis. The data were examined separately for spring/
summer (from March to August) and fall/winter sea-
sons (from September to February). In order to ensure
better understanding on the pictures, magazine articles
and descriptions accompanying the street fashion pic-
tures were also consulted.

2. Methods of Analysis

Content analysis was used in this research to ana-
lyze street fashion data. First, we tried to compare
longitudinal changes in street fashion in each coun-
try. In order to systematically observe longitudinal
changes, first we took notes on the characteristics of
overall style, top, bottom, shoes and other accesso-
ries for each season by country. Then, we compiled
summary for each season, and then based on these
summaries descriptions were made on longitudinal
changes in the street fashion of Korea and Japan over
the period. Second, clothing items shown in each
country were counted for each season. The frequen-
cies of the items were divided by the total number of
pictures of that season yielding percentages. These
numbers indicate which clothing items were frequently

shown in the street fashion and how popular they
were. Top four to six clothing items for each country
by season were compared to examine the similarities
and differences in street fashion in two countries.
Finally, accessory items frequently shown in the street
fashion data were compared by season.

IV. Results

1. Longitudinal Changes in Street Fashion by
Season

1) Longitudinal Changes during Spring/Sum-
mer Seasons

<Table 2> presents summary of longitudinal changes
in Korean and Japanese street fashion for s/s seasons.
It was notable that overall trend in Korea has changed
from active and sporty styles to feminine and sexy
styles during the period of this research. In 2003 s/s,
sporty look was quite popular and denim was widely
used in jackets, pants, and skirts. Popularity of sporty
look continued in 2004 and many styles of pants in-
cluding cargo pants and jogging pants were observed.
The popularity of sporty look seemed to decline in
2005, and since 2006 mini skirt and short pants
became the basic s/s items in Korea. At the same
time, tops and leggings revealing body lines also
appeared more frequently.

It was also noted that in addition to clothing items,
many fashion accessories such as scarves, bags, shoes
were increasingly used for total coordination. Increased

Table 1. Number of street fashion data used in the research

Country Season 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 Total

Korea
S/S 96 130 98 123 114 561

1109
F/W 72 75 108 131 162 548

Japan
S/S 106 84 76 128 163 557

1102
F/W 97 82 109 113 144 545

Table 2. Summary of longitudinal changes in spring/summer seasons

Korea Japan

· Changes in overall styles from active and sporty to feminine
and sexy styles

· Increased use of bags and other accessories for full coordina-
tion

· Increased use of colors and prints 
· Increase in wider adoption of different ethnic styles

· Shifts from layering of different tops to full coordination
· Change from layered look to simple styles 
· Increased use of colors and prints 
· Increased wear of boots 
· Resistance to short skirts or pants and later adoption of mini

skirt and short pants
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wear of various fashion items provided opportunities
for diverse styles and expression of individuality result-
ing in more vibrant and dynamic street fashion in
Korea. Street fashion in Korea had been enriched
also by increasing use of different colors and prints. 

In Japanese street fashion, layered look was very
strong at the beginning (Table 2). In particular, layer-
ing tops with different accessories was fairly standard
look for s/s seasons at the beginning. But, there was a
shift toward more simple style, wearing single item
instead of layering different tops and emphasis
seems to have moved from layered tops toward well
coordinated full outfit. At the same time, as in Korea,
wider variety of colors and prints were observed in
Japanese street fashion. Even during s/s seasons when
weather is quite hot and humid, boots were increas-
ingly worn in Japanese street fashion. It was noted
that mini skirt did not gain great popularity in Japan
until the end of research period, even though they
were spotted in street fashion throughout the whole
period. 

When these longitudinal changes in two countries
were compared, some similarities as well as differences
between two countries were found. In both countries,
there was great tendency toward full coordination
incorporating not only clothing items, but also differ-
ent kinds of fashion accessories, bags, shoes, and even
hair styling. In addition, variety of colors and prints
worn in street fashion has increased creating more
vibrant street fashion. Increase use of fashion acces-
sories and colors and prints also resulted in greater
number of individualized styles.

At the same time, differences between two coun-
tries were also found. In Japan, layered look had
diminished, while it continued to increase in Korean
street fashion. Popularity of sexy styles seems to have

started earlier in Korea and they were stronger than
in Japan. Stronger preference toward sexy styles in
Korea seems related to the fact that mini skirt gained
popularity in Korea earlier than in Japan, and t-shirts
or dresses with tight fitting bodice were more fre-
quently observed in Korea than in Japan.

2) Longitudinal Changes during Fall/Winter Sea-
sons

As in s/s seasons, there was strong trend toward
full coordination in f/w street fashion in Korea (Table
3). Different accessories including hats, shoes, bags
and hair styling in addition to clothing items were
often fully coordinated in street fashion. Also items
revealing body lines such as skinny jeans and mini
skirt became very popular in Korea during f/w sea-
sons. Even outerwear worn for protection from cold
followed the trend toward slimmer and feminine
styles. The length of tops including t-shirts, sweaters
and jackets became polarized to either being short or
long. Short tops often fit tight to body creating sexy
and feminine look, while long tops were relatively
loose, which may be suitable for fall/winter weather.
Over the period of this research, hats were less fre-
quently observed in Korean street fashion. This may
not necessarily indicate the decrease in popularity of
hats, but may be attributed to the popularity of long
hair styles.

In Japan, layered look had decreased and there was
shift toward simpler styles during f/w seasons <Table
3>, which were consistent with the changes noted
during s/s seasons. In addition, increase in use of
bright colors during f/w seasons following s/s were
also observed. Bright and vivid colors were frequently
used in stockings, which were often coordinated
with different lengths of boots in Japanese f/w street

Table 3. Summary of longitudinal changes in fall/winter seasons

Korea Japan

· Increased wear of fashion accessories, shoes and bags for full
coordination

· Strong trend toward body-revealing items such as skinny jeans
and mini skirt

· Slimmer and more feminine outerwear
· Top length polarized to short or long
· Decrease in hats 

· Decrease in layered look and shift toward simple style
· Increased use of bright colors
· Increase in coordination of colored tights, skirts/shorts and boots

of different length 
· Increased use of gathers and volume creating feminine styles
· Increase in heavy outerwear for protection from cold weather
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fashion. Toward the end of research period, it was
observed that gathers and voluminous skirts were
often used to create feminine styles. There was in-
crease in different types of outerwear, especially heavy
outerwear.

When Korean and Japanese f/w street fashions are
compared, there are some blurring similarities. It
seems that trend toward full coordination is continu-
ously increasing in both countries during f/w seasons
as in s/s seasons, even though the trend is not as
strong and obvious as in s/s seasons. Besides the
common trend toward full coordination, there seems
little similarity in the way f/w street fashion had pro-
gressed in two countries. In Korea, there was strong
trend toward more feminine and slimmer styles in f/
w street fashion, while f/w Japanese street fashion
were mixed with heavy outer wears and feminine skirts
with volumes. Lack of clear similarities in longitudi-
nal changes in f/w street fashion may stem from the
fact that winter can be much colder and dryer in

Korea than in Japan.

2. Clothing Items Popular in the Street Fashion
by Season

1) Clothing Items Popular in the Street Fashion
during Spring/Summer Season

Distribution of s/s clothing items frequently observed
in the street fashion in Korea and Japan are shown in
<Table 4>. It is notable that several items popular in
Japan in s/s seasons of 2003, 2004 and 2005 also fre-
quently appeared in Korea one year later. For exam-
ple, cargo pants and shirring pants which were fre-
quently observed in Japan in 2003 became popular in
Korea in 2004 (Table 4)−(Table 5). In particular, cargo
pants were extremely visible in Japanese street fash-
ion in 2003, but disappeared in the following years.
But in Korea, cargo pants showed up frequently in
2004, one year later than in Japan, and then lingered
until 2005. Likewise, leggings and roll-up jeans ap-

Table 4. Comparison of popular clothing items in spring/summer

Korea Japan

2003

Pantaloons pants (14.6)
Knee-length skirt (12.5)
Ankle-length denim skirt (10.4)
Denim jacket (8.3)
Sporty jacket (5.2)

Cargo pants (63.0)
Shirring pants (7.5)
Dress style tunic (5.6)
Tapered jeans (5.6)
Roll-up pants (2.8)

2004

Cargo pants (10.8) 
Knee-length skirt (10.8)
Mini skirt (5.4) 
Sporty pants (3.0)
Shirring pants (2.3)

Leggings (20.2)
Roll-up jeans (17.8)
Long cardigan (13.0)
Chiffon skirt (9.5)
Denim jacket (9.5)

2005

Mini skirt (10.2)
Leggings (7.1)
Roll-up jeans (6.1)
White pants (6.1)
Denim jacket (5.1)
Cargo pants(4.0)

Skinny jeans (26.3)
Printed skirt (19.7)
Knee-length pants (15.7)
Denim jacket (10.1)
Full skirt (7.8)
Short pants (6.5)

2006

Tube top (18.7) 
Mini skirt (15.4)
Printed skirt (10.6)
Full skirt (8.9)
Short pants (6.5)

Mini skirt (10.1)
Full skirt (9.4)
Skinny jeans (7.0)
Short pants (6.2)
Tapered pants (4.7)

2007

Mini skirt (23.4) 
White T-shirt (20.7)
Mono-tone dress (12.0)
Skinny pants (10.5)
Flared skirt (6.0)

Mini skirt (21.0)
Feminine dress (10.7)
Baggy pants (4.1)
Overall pants (3.5)

Numbers in parentheses indicate (frequencies of items/total number of pictures)*100.
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peared in Korea in 2005, one year after they gained
popularity in Japan. And the printed skirts, full skirt
and short pants became popular in 2005 in Japan, and
they were frequently observed in Korea in 2006. It
seems that there was time lag between Japan and
Korea in dissemination of some fashion styles at least
before 2006, and Japan was the source of fashionable
styles which were later adopted by Korean women.

On the other hand, there were certain items which
gained popularity in Korea earlier than they did in
Japan. Mini skirt began to gain popularity in spring/
summer of 2004 in Korea (Table 4), (Table 6). Since
then, its popularity had continued to increase from
5.4% in 2004 to 10.2% in 2005, 15.4% in 2006 and
23.4% in 2007 (Table 4). In contrast, mini skirt did
not gain great popularity in Japan until 2006 as seen

in <Table 4>. It does not mean that Japanese did not
wear mini skirt before 2006 s/s. As shown in <Table
6>, there were some Japanese wearing mini skirt
before 2006 s/s, but they did not gain great popularity
until 2006 s/s. But, since 2006, in both countries mini
skirt and short pants became staple items during
spring and summer. Denim jacket appeared frequently
in 2003 and 2005 s/s in Korean street fashion, while
in Japan they were observed in 2004 and 2005 s/s. It
is notable that mini skirt worn in Japan tend to be
more moderate and girly, whereas mini skirt popular
in Korea were shorter and sexier. 

It should be noted that since 2006 s/s street fashion
in Korea and Japan have contained some common
items such as mini skirt, short pants in 2006 and
2007, and full skirt in 2006 (Table 4). It seems that

Table 5. Examples of spring/summer clothing items popularized earlier in Japan

Year 2003→2004 2004→2005 2005→2006, 2007

Item
Country

Cargo pants Shirring pants Rolled-up jeans Leggings Full skirt Print skirt Short pants

Korea

① ③ ⑤ ⑦ ⑨ ⑪ ⑬

Japan

② ④ ⑥ ⑧ ⑩ ⑫ ⑭

① Yuhangtongshin, 04/08, p. 261. ② NonNo, 03/06/20, p. 14. ③ Yuhangtongshin, 04/07, p. 262.
④ NonNo, 03/06/20, p. 11. ⑤ Ecole, 05/04, p. 210. ⑥ NonNo, 04/08/05, p. 35.
⑦ Yuhangtongshin, 05/07, p. 192. ⑧ NonNo, 04/08/05, p. 41. ⑨ Yuhangtongshin, 06/08, p. 288.
⑩ NonNo, 05/08/05, p. 17. ⑪ Ecole, 06/05, p. 207. ⑫ NonNo, 05/07/20, p. 175.
⑬ Ecole, 06/08, p. 198. ⑭ NonNo, 05/07/05, p. 175.
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street fashion in two countries have been progressing
in simultaneous time line since 2006, while there was
tendency that Korean fashion styles followed Japa-
nese before then. Strong popularity of mini skirt in
Korea seemed to reflect cultural differences between
two countries. 

2) Clothing Items Popular in the Street Fashion
during Fall/Winter Seasons

<Table 7> shows clothing items frequently observed
in street fashion in Korea and Japan during f/w sea-
sons from 2003 to 2007 ending in March of 2008. As
in the s/s street fashion, there were some items which
gained popularity earlier in Japan than in Korea.
Cargo pants were frequently observed in 2003 f/w
season in Japan continuing its popularity during

2003 s/s season as shown in <Table 4>. In Korea,
cargo pants gained popularity one year later in 2004
s/s season <Table 4> and its popularity continued in
2004 f/w season (Table 7). Velvet jackets were popu-
lar in Japan during the 2004 f/w, and they were fre-
quently observed in Korea one year later during 2005
f/w (Table 7) − (Table 8). Fur trimmings were wide-
ly used in Japan during 2004 f/w, and they were often
applied in coats in Korea during 2005 f/w. Skinny
jeans became popular in Japan during 2005 f/w, and in
Korea, the following year, 2006 f/w. Therefore, it
seems that as in the s/s, f/w street fashion in Korea
adopted some items from Japan showing time lag
between two countries up until 2006 f/w season. 

Skinny pants appeared frequently in Japan during
2005 f/w, while they became popular in Korea one

Table 6. Mini skirt observed in Korea and Japan

2004 2005 2006 2007

S/S F/W S/S F/W S/S F/W S/S F/W

Korea

① ③ ⑤ ⑦ ⑨ ⑪ ⑬ ⑮

Japan

② ④ ⑥ ⑧ ⑩ ⑫ ⑭

① Yuhangtongshin, 04/08, p. 261. ② NonNo, 04/08/05, p. 34. ③ Yuhangtongshin, 05/01, p. 193.
④ JJ, 04/11, p. 33. ⑤ Yuhangtongshin, 05/07, p. 192. ⑥ NonNo, 05/07/20, p. 58.
⑦ Yuhangtongshin, 05/12, p. 106. ⑧ NonNo, 05/12/05, p. 80. ⑨ Yuhangtongshin, 06/08, p. 288.
⑩ NonNo, 06/08/20, p. 33. ⑪ Yuhangtongshin, 07/02, p. 128. ⑫ NonNo, 06/10/20, p. 170.
⑬ Ecole, 07/06, p. 383. ⑭ NonNo, 07/08/05, p. 47. ⑮ Yuhangtongshin, 07/10, p. 215.

 NonNo, 08/02/05, p. 31.
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year later during 2006 f/w. During 2007 f/w season,
they became very popular in both countries. Related
to the popularity of skinny pants was the popularity
of primary color stockings in both countries during
2007 f/w season. But stockings of primary color were
observed in Japan far more often (18.1%) than in
Korea (2.8%). As in s/s street fashion, it seems that
time lag between two countries has lessened by 2007
f/w and f/w street fashion in Korea and Japan show
simultaneous adoption of some clothing items.

It is noted that even before skinny jeans became
popular in Japan in 2005 f/w, tapered pants were fre-
quently observed in the preceding years. Therefore,
in Japan popularity of skinny jeans seems to have
evolved from tapered pants. In contrast, straight jeans
were popular in Korea in 2004 and 2005 f/w before
skinny pants were frequently observed in 2006 f/w
season.

Mini skirt continued to remain strong in Korea
throughout the years during fall and winter seasons
since 2004 following its popularity in s/s seasons. It

is clear that mini skirt has been the strongest item in
Korea since 2004 regardless of season. Strong popu-
larity of mini skirt in Korea is in contrast to the situa-
tion in Japan. Mini skirt became popular in Japan in
2006, two years later than in Korea <Table 4>, <Table
6> and were frequently worn only during s/s. In com-
parison, mini skirt became popular in 2004 in Korea
and they have been observed all year around. This
may reflect social or cultural differences between two
countries, which may need further investigation 

3. Fashion Accessories Popular in Korea and
Japan

1) Fashion Accessories Popular during Spring/
Summer Seasons

<Table 9> lists accessories frequently observed dur-
ing s/s seasons in Korea and Japan. It is interesting to
note that many fashion accessory items were popular
in two countries at the same time and there was no
sign of time lag in the cases of fashion accessories

Table 7. Comparison of popular clothing items in fall/winter by country

Korea Japan

2003

Denim skirts (10.7)
Duffle coat (8.0)
Pantaloons jeans (8.0)
Jogging pants (6.7)

Leg warmer (16.5)
Tapered pants (12.4)
Cargo pants (10.3)
Knee-length skirt (8.2)
Roll-up pants (6.2)

2004

Straight jeans (21.3)
Mini skirt (20.0)
Double-breasted wool coat (16.0)
Padding jumper (10.7)
Plaid skirt (6.7)
Cargo pants (4.0)

Tapered jeans (13.4) 
Knee length wool pants (10.9)
Black velvet jacket (8.5)
Bell skirt (7.3)
Fur trimmed jacket (4.8)

2005

Mini skirt (24.0) 
Straight jeans (11.1)
Wool coat (11.1)
Coat with fur linings (9.3)
Velvet jacket (4.6)

Trench coat (12.2)
Wide pants (7.3)
Skinny jeans (6.0)
Tailored jacket (6.0)
Glossy padding vest (4.8)

2006

Mini skirt (12.2)
Hooded zip-up jacket (6.9)
Plaid skirt (6.1)
Skinny jeans (5.3)
Knit jacket (3.8) 

Full skirt (15.7)
Straight jeans (13)
Fur trimming jacket (8.7)
Laced sleeveless shirt (7.0)
Tiered dress (7.0)

2007

Mini skirt & pants (38.7)
Skinny pants (11.2)
Padding jumper (4.0)
Bright color stocking (2.8)

Bright color stockings (18.1) 
Rider jacket (12.0)
Skinny pants (6.5)
Military jumper (8.7)

Numbers in parentheses indicate (frequencies of items/total number of pictures)*100.
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(Table 10). Hair band was popular during 2003 s/s
season in both Korea and Japan. Likewise, beads
necklace were popular in two countries during 2005
s/s and 2006 s/s. It seems that accessories are easier
to adopt from each other than clothing items and also
easier to trade. It should be pointed that as in the
clothing items which gained popularity in both coun-
tries, slight differences in details were found between

two countries even when the same accessories were
adopted. Accessories adopted in Korea tend to be
bigger and more colorful, whereas in Japan they tend
to be muted and smaller emphasizing cuteness. 

2) Fashion Accessories Popular in Korea and
Japan during Fall/Winter Seasons

<Table 11> shows the popular fashion accessories

Table 8. Examples of fall/winter clothing items popularized earlier in Japan

2003→2004 2004→2005 2005→2006, 2007

Item
Country

Cargo pants Velvet Jacket Fur trimming Skinny jeans

Korea

① ③ ⑤ ⑦ ⑨

Japan

② ④ ⑥ ⑧ ⑩

① Yuhangtongshin, 05/01, p. 193. ② NonNo, 04/01/05, p. 68. ③ Yuhangtongshin, 05/11, p. 123.
④ NonNo, 05/01/05, p. 67. ⑤ Yuhangtongshin, 06/01, p. 13. ⑥ NonNo, 04/11/05, p. 67.
⑦ Ecole, 07/02, p. 284. ⑧ NonNo, 06/02/05, p. 60. ⑨ Ecole, 07/10, p. 352.
⑩ NonNo, 08/02/05, p. 65.

Table 9. Fashion accessories popular during spring/summer seasons

Year Korea Japan

2003 Hair band, Hat, Tote bag Cross bag, Hat, Hair band

2004 Luxury bag, Shoulder bag Sweater as a shawl, Tote bag

2005 Scarf, Beads necklace Strap sandal, Beads necklace

2006 Beads necklace, Big belt Boots, Beads necklace, Straw accessories

2007 Sunglass, Flip flop, Loop earring Straw bag, Wedge heal shoes, Strap sandal 
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during f/w seasons. Following the popularity of hats
during 2003 s/s season, hats continued to appear fre-
quently during 2003 f/w season in Korea.

As found in the s/s fashion accessories, several
items were simultaneously popular in two countries
as shown in <Table 12>. Thus, it may be concluded
that there are greater similarities in fashion accessories
between two countries, compared to clothing items. In
addition, popularity of accessory items progressed in

same time line, without any sign of time lag found in
clothing items. These results seem to suggest that mutual
influences of Korean and Japanese fashion might have
started earlier in fashion accessories which are easier
for consumers to experiment with than clothing items.

V. Conclusions

Fashion is an important cultural product and early

Table 10. Fashion accessories commonly popular in Korea and Japan during spring/summer seasons

Year 2003 2005 2006

Item
Country

Hat Hair band Beads necklace Beads necklace

Korea

① ③ ⑤ ⑦

Japan

② ④ ⑥ ⑧

① Yuhangtongshin, 03/07, p. 198. ② NonNo, 03/06/20, p. 15. ③ Yuhangtongshin, 03/05, p. 275.
④ NonNo, 03/06/20, p. 20. ⑤ Yuhangtongshin, 05/08, p. 291. ⑥ NonNo, 05/05/07, p. 175.
⑦ Yuhangtongshin, 06/09, p. 312. ⑧ NonNo, 06/08/05, p. 36.

Table 11. Fashion accessories popular during fall/winter seasons

Year Korea Japan

2003 Beret, Knitted hat, Luxury bag, Scarf, Boots Beret, Knitted hat, Cross bag, Leg warmer

2004 Sunglass, Tote bag Fur trimmings, Animal print bag

2005 Knit cap, Scarf, Big belt Cross bag, Tote bag

2006 Sunglass, Big bag Big bag

2007 Big scarf, Boots, Flat shoes, Sneakers Boots, Bootie, Big scarf
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indicator of cultural exchange when different cultures
are met. Korea and Japan have benefitted from flows
of technology and culture including fashion especially
in modern era. In time of globalization, fashion styles
have become more diverse and dynamic in Korea
and Japan reflecting adoption of fashion styles from
other countries and cultures. This study aimed to
compare street fashion in Korea and Japan based on
empirical data, and to investigate possible influence
of two countries on each other. Women's street fash-
ion data were collected from two magazines in each
country from 2003 s/s season to 2007 f/w season.

The results showed not only the similarities and
differences in street fashion in Korea and Japan, but
also the influences on each other. In both countries,
diversities increased in the styles of street fashion
and feminine styles became popular suggesting the

influence of global fashion trend during the period of
this study. There was strong trend toward full coordi-
nation utilizing different fashion accessories as well
as clothing items in both Korea and Japan. 

The results of this study indicated influences of
Japanese fashion on Korean street fashion in early
years of the research period. Some clothing items of
identical or similar styles gained popularity in Japa-
nese street fashion earlier than they did in Korea. For
example, cargo pants were popular in 2003 s/s and f/w
in Japan, while they were frequently observed in Korea
in the following year, 2004 s/s and f/w. The time lag
found in adoption of clothing items continued up until
2005 and then seemed to have diminished. It was
notable that even when the same clothing items pop-
ular in Japan were later adopted by Koreans, the
styles were often modified in Korean fashion. In over-

Table 12. Fashion accessories commonly popular in Korea and Japan during fall/winter seasons

Year 2003 2006 2007

Item
Country

Beret Knit hat Big bag Boots

Korea

① ③ ⑤ ⑦

Japan

② ④ ⑥ ⑧

① Yuhangtongshin, 04/02, p. 230. ② NonNo, 04/01/05, p. 68. ③ Yuhangtongshin, 04/02, p. 230.
④ NonNo, 03/11/05, p. 11. ⑤ Yuhangtongshin, 06/11, p. 139. ⑥ NonNo, 06/10/20, p. 11.
⑦ Ecole, 08/02, p. 137. ⑧ NonNo, 08/02/05, p. 31.
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all, Japanese street fashion tend to emphasize “cute”
and “girly”, while Koreans seemed to prefer “sporty”
and “sexy”. Thus, it is not surprising that mini-skirt
gained greater popularity in Korea earlier than in Japan.
Since 2004 s/s, mini skirt and short pants have been
the hot items in Korea regardless of season, while
mini skirt was frequently observed in Japan during
2007 s/s, but not in f/w.

The existence of time lag between two countries
did not continue, and street fashion in two countries
seemed to have progressed simultaneously since 2006.
Short pants, and full skirts were frequently observed
in both countries during s/s season of 2006, and skinny
jeans were popular simultaneously during 2007 f/w
season. Simultaneity in popular street fashion styles
seems to reflect speedy diffusion of fashion trend in
globalized world including these two countries.

Similarities were more frequently found in s/s street
fashion than in f/w seasons. This seasonal difference
may stem from climatic differences between two coun-
tries. Winter is much milder in Japan than in Korea
and thus clothes protecting from cold weather may
be more important in Korea.

Finally, compared to clothing items, greater sim-
ilarities were found in accessories. Often many items
became popular in the same season in both countries,
even though the details or styles of the items were
sometimes different as in clothing items. Accessories
were more likely to be exaggerated in terms of size
and visibility in Korean street fashion compared to in
Japanese street fashion. For example, beads neck-
laces were popular in both Korea and Japan during
2005 s/s season. Necklaces observed in Korean street
fashion were more likely to be bigger and more col-
orful. Likewise, big bags carried by many Koreans
during 2006 s/s season were larger and more volumi-
nous than big bags shown in Japanese street fashion. 

This research has found some similarities and dif-
ferences in Korean and Japanese street fashion, and
empirical findings on influence of Japanese fashion
on Korean fashion. The results also showed longitu-
dinal changes in the street fashion in two countries,
and how the street fashion in two countries have
evolved over the period. It is clear that street fashion
in both Korea and Japan is changing at a high speed,

and becoming more diverse. Even though this study
presents interesting results on street fashion in two
countries, some limitations of the study should be
discussed. First of all, the study relies on the pictures
printed on fashion magazines, and therefore limita-
tions in using those secondary data can be signifi-
cant. In other words, the pictures printed in the
fashion magazines may not necessarily represent
actual street fashion, but are biased toward visible or
trendy styles. In addition, the target readers of the
magazines used in this study are young women in
late teens and twenties. Therefore, the similarities and
differences as well as the influences found in the
study may be limited to the fashion styles of young
women. Finally, it was found that in later years, street
fashion in two countries were becoming more diverse
incorporating many ethnic styles and global fashion
trend. Different research method including ethno-
graphic approach may be needed in future research in
gaining deeper understanding on street fashion in
two countries.
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요 약

이 연구의 주요 목적은 한국과 일본의 스트리트패션을 비교하고, 상대국 패션에 대한 영향을 살펴보고
자 하였다. 각국의 두 패션잡지에서 2003년 춘하 시즌부터 2007/08 추동시즌까지의 여성 스트리트패션
자료를 수집하였다. 최종 2211 사진이 분석에 사용되었다. 양국 스트리트패션의 종단적 변화는 풀코디네
이션 경향, 다양한 색상과 문양 사용의 증가, 세계적인 트렌드 영향과 같은 공통점을 보여주었다. 의복 아
이템의 수용에서는 한국과 일본의 시간차이가 나타나서 일본 스트리트패션이 한국 스트리트패션에 영향
을 끼쳤음을 시사하였다. 그러나 의복 수용의 시간차는 2006년 이후로 나타나지 않았으며, 양국의 스트리
트패션은 동시에 변화하고 있었다. 추동시즌보다 춘하시즌에서 더 많은 유사성이 발견되었다. 또한, 액세
서리에서도 의복 아이템에서보다 더 많은 유사성이 나타났으며, 액세서리 수용에서는 시간차이는 발견되
지 않았다.
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